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Fig. 1: Left to right: input ISAR image; scaled and filtered; feature map; region blobs (red as primary); confusion matrix.
Abstract—We present a method for passive ISAR image
analysis for target detection, feature extraction and shape-based
classification without a priori target shape information. Results
show that classification is possible with limited target samples.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this work we analyzed ISAR images with 2D image
processing tools for possibilities of augmenting pure signal-
based processing. The goal is to detect targets and extract
features that can be used for classification. When we know
the possible targets’ structures, our earlier works [1] provide
solutions for detection using a Markovian approach. However,
our goal here is to detect targets without having such infor-
mation. The provided method produces a segmentation of the
target, along with image features for classification.
The method is based on our previous results in saliency
based feature map generation [2], [3], shape based recognition
and retrieval [4]. Important steps are the generation of a
feature points- and directional information-based feature map
producing a direction selective edge map fused with a texture
distinctiveness map [5] to produce a textural-directional fea-
ture map. From this map we extract target regions and use their
shape information as a basis for classification and recognition.
II. THE PROPOSED METHOD
The texture map is based on the statistical model of [5]
using a sparse texture model. The Harris Based Feature Map
and Salient Direction Feature Map emphasizes the structural
information of the image based on [3] for efficient boundary
detection. For local directions we analyze local gradient den-
sity around feature points, obtain the orientation histogram and
correlate a series of Gaussians to find the main orientations.
Then, we produce a Direction Selective Edge Map by applying
Morphological Feature Contrast [6] to distinguish background
texture and isolated salient features, with an extension to
extract linear features in defined directions.
Then, we obtain the final Textural-Directional Feature Map,
followed by the extraction of contiguous blobs by flood-filling
regions and extracting their contours. Then, we order the blobs
by size and take the largest as the target candidate (Fig. 1).
For classification, the perimeter of the candidate is transformed
into scale and rotation invariant tangent function representation
[7], [4]. Using the representations, when we classify a detected
target, we perform a retrieval step on the available index and
take the best results as an indicator of the class. For evaluation
we used a dataset containing 68 ISAR images of 4 cargo ships
(classes denoted by A, B, C, D), provided by CNIT/RaSS1. As
the normalized confusion matrix in Fig. 1 shows, targets from
the classes B and C were in average correctly classified, with
inputs from class B with 100% accuracy, while inputs from
class A were mostly estimated to be class B marginally and
inputs from class D remained estimated to be from class B.
However, by increasing the number of labeled target samples
and using a continuous estimation of the input target classes
we can achieve a higher performance. The time required to
produce a class estimate is an average of 0.19 s.
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